


About me

I am an illustrator with a passion for character design and creating narratives inspired by 
every day situations or objects. My work is colourful, full of patterns and texture, often 
with very subtle humourous elements. I like to work in both analog and digital ways, with 
my favourite material being coloured pencils.
I have a particular interest in illustrating for children’s books or educational resources in the 
future.  



Queues 
For this reportage project I took time to observe human behaviour when the UK was put into a second lockdown back in November. Queuing has 
become a very normal aspect of all of our lives because of social distancing measures that are now in place at most shops. After walking around 
Sheffield drawing the people I spotted outside supermarkets I decided to place them into this one really long queue. I wanted to show how common 
a situation it is for us all to be in and will probably continue to be for a long time.
The queue is made up of a series of pencil sketches which I then put together on photoshop.



‘The house and his adventure to find friends’
This double page spread is part of a self initiated brief where I created a narrative for my own children’s book. The story is about an 
unusual looking house who lives alone in the countryside. He tries to befriend the insects around him however they are all incredibly 
terrified of him as he’s so tall. The moment I decided to illustrate is a key point in the story where his journey begins after he sees 
some other buildings across the valley.
The backgrounds were done in coloured pencil and the house in gouache. I cleaned up the illustrations on photoshop.



Valentines Cards
These are two cards I designed as part of a 24 hour brief where I had to use word association to come up with two unusual designs, different from the standard 
cards seen in shops. The left design is based on ‘earrings’ and ‘heart’ and the one on the right ‘mantis’ and ‘cutlery’.



Eco to Ego
A set of four postcards I designed which aim to encourage students to get outside in nature 
more often or find ways of bringing it into their homes. The illustrations are representing such 
points as opening the curtains every day to let light in your house and taking time to listen to 
bird song as it’s known for its calming effects on the mind.



Beneficial Shock Mock up
This is a mock up featuring three monoprints I created to go alongside this article from Beneficial shock 
magazine. The article talks about how we percieve reality and the feeling of being watched which is why 
the eye symbolism is included in each one.



World Children’s Day 
This digital illustration is an editorial response I created in a 24 hour time frame. 
It was based on an article from the United Nations website celebrating World 
Children’s day on the 20th November. I wanted to make it look as though there 
has been a party in a classroom.



Post snail press
This festive postcard I designed was sold online last November. It was part of a Manchester based project led by illustrator 
Nicola Fernandes. Following an open call for aritsts on Instagram, over thirty different designs were selected to be sold in order 
to raise money for Samaritans.


